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Penguin Putnam Inc, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . This
book usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than
this where possible. Brand New Book. The only thing a man can trust is his gun in this Ralph
Compton western. Big for his age, young and impressionable drifter Charlie Chilton is taken in by
the gruff leader of a gang of small-time crooks. While Grady Haskell sees something of himself in
kindly, wayward Charlie, the ruffian pushes all feelings aside for a potentially big score. When
Haskell s bold daylight bank job in prosperous Bakersfield turns bloody, Charlie attempts to thwart
the heist--and ends up the only gang member caught alive. Sentenced to swing, Charlie makes a
daring escape, determined to track down Haskell and prove his innocence. But with a mysterious
marshal and a party of angry townsmen hot on his heels, Charlie must track the killer thieves
through a vicious winter storm in the High Sierras--before the seething posse gets the chance to
hang him high. More Than Six Million Ralph Compton Books In Print!.
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook will not be simple to start on looking at but really enjoyable to read. It is one of the most awesome book we have study. Your life span is going
to be transform when you complete looking over this pdf.
-- Kayla Gutkowski-- Kayla Gutkowski

A whole new eBook with a brand new viewpoint. Yes, it is perform, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You wont truly feel monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Margie Jaskolski-- Margie Jaskolski
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